
Eisfeld et al. Reply: The authors of the preceding
Comment [1] questioned our statement regarding the un-
conventional disorder scalings of the HWHM and the
nonuniversality of the localization length (LL) distribution
reported by us our Letter [2]. We attributed these findings
to originate from segmentation caused by the occurrence of
outliers [2]. We demonstrate here that our conclusions are
correct and that the criticism in Ref. [1] is a consequence of
focusing on small values of the disorder strength �.

The conventional � scaling for the HWHM (derived in
Ref. [2] for linear chains with site disorder drawn from
general symmetric �-stable distributions) reads HWHM�
Jð�=JÞ2�=ð1þ�Þ, J being the intersite nearest neighbor in-
teraction. Here, segmentation is not taken into account.
Outliers become more abundant for smaller �. By equating
N� and �Nseg from Eqs. (3) and (4) in Ref. [2], one can
estimate the value of � above which segmentation starts to
play a role [see shaded region in Fig. 1(a)].

For � & J (values of interest for many molecular sys-
tems), deviations from the conventional HWHM � scaling
are not seen for � ¼ 2 and 1 (Gaussian and Lorentzian
disorder, respectively). However, for � & 0:5, we found
clear deviations.

This is shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), where for � * 0:4
the conventional scaling (solid red lines) clearly breaks
down. Moreover, the data points show kinks at which the
HWHM suddenly jumps. This is not noise. It can be
attributed to structure in the high-energy wing of the
absorption spectrum, which grows upon increasing �, as
a consequence of segmentation [2]. Both effects become
more pronounced for smaller �. The data also show that
these features cannot be adequately fitted by a power law.
Finally, we point out that the straight reference line in
Fig. 2 of Ref. [2] is irrelevant and has no effect on the
conclusion of the existence of exchange broadening of the
absorption spectrum.

Next, we demonstrate the nonuniversality of the LL
distribution due to segmentation by outliers. Figure 2 dis-
plays the normalized LL distributions obtained for� ¼ 0:5
using the same scaling of the energy interval as in
Refs. [1,3]. In Fig. 2(a), small � � 0:1J are considered,
as in Ref. [1]. Segmentation is irrelevant here and the
normalized LL distributions are nearly identical. Yet, al-
ready for � ¼ 0:1J, deviations become visible in the ap-
pearance of sharp peaks at small LL. Upon increasing �
[Fig. 2(b)], the deviations become more pronounced, and
the nonuniversal character of the LL distribution is clear.
This is the effect of outliers. In Ref. [1] it is stated that the
conventional scalings break down at high � values, only
because Nloc approaches unity: a trivial effect. We have
demonstrated that the breakdown of scalings found by us is
more subtle and is related to a frequent occurrence of
outliers when � & 0:5.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Diagram showing for which (�, �)
the chain segmentation dominates localization (shaded area). (b),
(c) HWHM � scaling of the absorption peak. Data (þ), results
of numerical simulations (N ¼ 200); red curves, conventional
scaling law.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Normalized LL distributions calculated
for � ¼ 0:5 (N ¼ 200). In (b), the curves have different vertical
offsets to better show their distinction.
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